Awards „Thinking Photography“ and „Writing Photography“ - Cooperation of the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Photographie (DGPh)

Images 1-5 from „Thinking Photography“, awarded to Dr. Carolin Görgen

Image 1
California Camera Club at Mirror Lake, no date
California Camera Club lantern slide collection, Los Angeles Public Library

Image 2
A Corner in my Dark Room, Miscellaneous views from the San Francisco Bay and Monterey areas, California photographed by George Reed, BANC PIC 1979.051:14--ALB, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley
Image 3
Laura Adams Armer, Mr. Oscar V. Lange, early San Francisco photographer, ca. 1890. Laura Adams Armer photograph collection, PC-RM-Armer; California Historical Society

Image 4
Camera Craft’s Former Home [after the earthquake], Camera Craft, Vol. 12, No. 4, May 1906. The Huntington Library, San Marino, California

Image 5
Arnold Genthe, Stairs that lead to nowhere (after the fire), 1906. (1943.407.4.2) Achenbach Foundation, James D. Phelan Bequest Fund, Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
Images 6-10 from „Writing Photography“, awarded to Stefan Vanthuyne

Image 6

Image 7
The Estates at Horsepen, 2014 (Our present Invention) - “One Wall a Web” by Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwe, published by ROMA publications (2018)
Hancock St, 2014 (Our present Invention) - “One Wall a Web” by Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwe, published by ROMA publications (2018)


Press Image Terms of Loan

The attached image(s) are accepted by you under the following terms and conditions:

– That the images are only reproduced to illustrate an article or feature reviewing or reporting on the exhibition
– Permission to use these images after the exhibition dates is not valid and all digital image files loaned to you must be completely deleted from all database(s) and digital storage media when you have completed the project specific to the agreed article.
– That the reproductions are accompanied by the name of the artist, the title and date of work, the owner credit line and photocredit.
– That the reproductions are not cropped, digitally distorted, overprinted, tinted or subject to any form of derogatory treatment, without the prior approval of the copyright owner.
– That any reproductions that accompany an article are not used for marketing or advertising purposes.
– The copyright remains with the artists or right holders